
Common use cases for the DocuShare OCR Module 

The best common use cases for the DocuShare OCR Module are: 

1. User has many image files or image-only PDFs already saved in DocuShare that they’d like to be 
able to search for content.  They would need a means of sweeping through collections and 
subcollections to convert the files to searchable PDFs.  This is done using Content Rules and 
Lifecycle Manager.  You’d create a content rule to sweep and convert your image files to 
searchable PDFs and use Lifecycle Manager to trigger the process as an event to occur.  The 
value of this is you can schedule the conversion sweeps, but they you’re guessing when sweep 
one will be done in order to start sweep two.  Having Content Rules and Lifecycle Manager for 
other purposes can be beneficial in their own right.  Total solution cost: $4000 + $7500 + $5000 = 
$16,500 + maintenance.   

2. An alternative use case would be to deploy DocuShare OCR Module and write a program that 
would traverse the collection tree(s) and convert your TIFF or image-only PDFs (we’d test for 
whether they have searchable content) to searchable PDFs.  There would be a command line to 
execute on the server and it would perform the conversions one at a time with no need for 
scheduling.  Cost for that solution would be : $4000 DocuShare OCR Module + $2000 for a custom 
tree-walking, document-renditioning command-line program.  No maintenance would be required 
for the professional services piece. 

To OCR incoming scans automatically requires the Content Rules module. 

Keep in mind that all OCR conversions take place on the DocuShare server and OCR functions are CPU 
intensive, so there would likely be a noticeable performance impact on DocuShare.  Running the 
command after hours could alleviate that to a great degree.  Setting schedules with Lifecycle Manager 
would be scheduling subcollections by the number of documents to convert so that processing is started 
in the evening and finishes before work the next morning. 

An alternative approach would be to create a similar custom tree-walking, document-renditioning, 
command-line program that works with ABBYY Recognition Server.  While you could install Recognition 
Server on the DocuShare server and negatively impact performance, you have the option to install it on a 
separate server to buzz through the conversions.  In this way we can operate for days and weeks 
converting documents with no noticeable impact on DocuShare performance.  I’ve been led to believe the 
OCR engines in Recognition Server are much newer and better than those in the DocuShare OCR 
Module.  Recognition Server can be used for a variety of other purposes and integrated into various 
workflows and comes with Scanning, Verification, and Indexing stations (one each with the option to 
purchase more).  Cost for 100K PPY is $1850 + support.  300K PPY would be $4,163 + support.  Other 
licensing options exist which we can discuss. 

To OCR incoming scans automatically requires you to send your image files to an input folder for which 
Recognition Server would process and output to another folder that DocuShare watches for Content 
Intake (free and included in your current configuration).  This simple setup works well when filing by year 
and month in that the target collection would need to be created in advance and the profile for the content 
intake would be updated monthly.  If you want more finesse, such as filing by client or account or some 
other combination of criteria, we can employ our DAVupDoc program to do this and create the necessary 
new collections on the fly. 

Call if there are other factors to consider that you’d like to discuss. 
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